GENERAL NOTICES.

FIRST YEAR.

Enrollment Examinations.

First-year students are expected to take the course at the present term an entrance examinations in which they have already cleared records, with the following exceptions:

1. Students having conditions in entrance History and entrance Physics.

2. Special students taking no work dependent on entrance subjects in which they have not clear records. Such students, if they desire to become regular, may take remaining examinations in June or September.

3. Students who are now making up entrance French and German by taking entrance History and entrance Physics.

4. Students entitled to excuse from particular entrance conditions on the basis of good mark work. This applies to conditions in entrance Algebra, English, French, German, and Plane Geometry and students will be notified if excuse can be given.

For the Faculty Committee on Entrance Examinations.

WALTER HUMPHREYS,
Registrar.

December 14, 1909.

MILITARY SCIENCE.

The Drill hour, on Mondays and Fridays, on and after January 3d will be changed from three to two o'clock.

WALTER HUMPHREYS, Registrar.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

There will be a final examination in Electrical Engineering (068) for Courses II men, on Saturday afternoon, December 21st, from 2 to 4, in Room 20, Engineering Building A.

WALTER HUMPHREYS, Registrar.

TECH SHOW

All lyrics to be handed in at sage for K. Greenleaf in Show office at 4 P. M., Tuesday, Dec. 21st.

1910. 10. Only those seniors who have paid their class dues up to date, will be allowed to vote. Names of those who have not paid will be posted up in the Extension Office. Only ten in each course will be allowed to vote. No exceptions.

A few remaining copies of last Saturday's special issue will be on sale at the Cage today.

TECH SHOW

Jewelry

Abalone jewelry set in sterling silver.

Unique designs in pendants, scarf pins, rings, pins, trembler, etc.

Try a box TODAY and see for yourself.

The most perfect blend you ever smoked.

They are fine in flavor and smooth.

The most effective fabrics; the most fashionable colors.

Smart and ef-